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 Giselle: It’s weird because it’s written in this third person… And so   reading it with the third person feels even weirder because it sounds like   a fiction story… (Collective biography: session 1, group 1, 26/04/2015)  
                       * 
 
  Kitri: I just wanted to keep changing it to ‘I’ and ’me.’ (Collective   biography: session 1, group 1, 26/04/2015)              * 
  Anna: I think it was quite weird doing it in kind of a third person thing.   (Life history interview, 04/05/2015)              * 
  Margot: By the way, writing it in the third person is so strange! [laughs]   (Life history interview, 26/05/2015)   Yet, Martha felt a sense of compassion and catharsis, which is what I had been aiming for. 









































































  The goal of scientific psychology is to understand why people think and   act as they do.  In contrast to nonscientists, who rely on informal and   secondary sources of knowledge, psychologists use a variety of  well‐  developed techniques to gather information and develop theoretical   explanations.  The tone of this address is patronising.  It assumes a firm distinction between scientists and nonscientists, and implies that empirical psychologists hold the orb of truth.  Observable realities are not the only way of understanding human beings.  Whilst I see value in the evolutionary nature of science, where experiments build on and modify previous ones, and where a scientific community works together to meet a common set of disciplinary criteria, sometimes scientists fail to critique their own value systems (Kuhn 1962).  The strongest critiques of empirical psychology arguably come from within the discipline of psychology itself, especially cultural psychology, as I will now describe. 
  
53 












































































































































































































































































































































































































  Summer 2007.  She had just finished a year of studying Music at   University and was feeling bereft.  The personal utopia she had built up   since childhood – Classical Music as salvation – came crashing down   around her.  It had gradually dawned on her that all those hours of   ‘practice’ had been a veneer for hard work.  During that first year, she   struggled with her emotions.  There was an intense perfectionism –   working from first thing in the morning to late at  night, competing with   her flatmate, who was in her year on the same course.  She put on almost   a stone in weight…    That summer she moved back home again.  She hated herself.  She hated   everything she had built up around herself.  She wanted to study so many   other things.  She looked up other courses obsessively, thinking she   might switch to them.  And ultimately she  decided, as she had decided all   those years ago, that there was something she could take control of: her   weight, her body.146 She could shape its contours.  This time however,   the aim was mish‐mashed with the pervasive thought of her flatmate’s   anorexia and also her reading of books about Auschwitz in preparation   for her visit there that summer.  Primo Levi’s If This Is A Man (2003   [1947]) was one of her main reads.  Something reverberated with her   past body, whose feelings and motivations she could not unearth   (although she longed to).  Anorexia and the forced starvation of   concentration camps also cast their deathly glow.    She embarked on a mission of control.  Each day there was the same   reveille.  Get up at eight.  Eat an apple and an orange.  Drink a glass of                                                         146 I was almost 20 years old when this memory took place.  It was my second voyage into conscious weight‐loss.  My first had been at the age of 10/11. 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 water.  Do 20 minutes of skipping.  When Dad had gone to Mass, put on   that one song that she played again and again – Nina Simone’s I Got Life;   to which she developed her own little dance routine, which she repeated   over and over again, with no variations.  It was like a record on a loop, a   girl dancing to a song about life, yet in reality almost dancing herself to   death.  Her movements were dead.  Her mission was set in stone.  She   would time the music to stop for her Dad’s arrival home 30 minutes later.      She would go for a quick walk before lunch, then would come back to eat   a bowl of vegetable soup, one slice of brown bread with a thin spread of   butter and some sardines or lean meat.  One cup of tea.    Afternoon.  More skipping.  Reading about the camps.  Her Dad  would  go   for a walk.  She would dance to the same song over and over for an hour.    Read more about the camps.  Always looking out  the same window.  The   same grandfather clock chiming.  The same copy of that grey Lowry   painting hanging on the wall.  All static.  Nothing moving.  More reading   about the camps.  She would wait for dinner.    Dinner.  Strict.  It could be no more than 800 calories.  Watching some TV   with her Mum.  Dad gone out for a walk.  Mum still watching TV but she   can get away with dancing in the other room. ‘Do not disturb me,’ she   tells her mother.  That same song.  That same routine.  Some ginger fizz   and cordial as a treat.  More looking up courses.  More TV. ‘Why doesn’t   she get a job,’ her Dad asks her Mum.    About six weeks later, the weight is all off, with interest.  Superficially   she feels better.  Her life has the general feeling of: ‘I can do what I want.    I don’t have to do anything anyone tells me anymore.’     She went to Auschwitz with her Dad.  She felt like she hadn’t left there all   her life.    Almost time to move back to University.  She can’t remember what   happened to her diet then.  She knows she still danced to that same song   daily.  Same routine.  That daily reveille.  Traumatised by the camp.    Traumatised by her history.  Traumatised that she could conflate her   history with those who survived the camp.  How morbid her life had   become, as she controlled her body under a patriarchal gaze.     ‘I got life.’ More like ‘I’ve got death.’ ‘Arbeit macht frei’ – that deathly   reveille.    But at least when she had played at that orchestra concert a friend of her   Dad’s had said to him: ‘Is your daughter that thin girl there?’ ‘Yes,’ he had   said. 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For the Spring Equinox [Fate knew that the date would coincide] With the Middle Eastern New Year.  She celebrates the entrance of the Sage And the wise old men. She has anointed herself as  Chosen.  They saw her virginity. Her fragility. Not the comfortable exuberant  African women who danced On the podium, Celebrating the movement of their bodies For themselves.  All eyes gazed on her, The sacrificial victim.  The Sage Has made his choice. It is her. It is she. The sacrificial virgin The girl in the navy blue dress Now wearing a sweat‐stained  Red cotton number. Dancing at the altar Of the  Rite of Spring.            *  In this passage, two personal identities collide: a past identity as a Classical cellist and a new identity as a member of a Zumba collective.  A deep connection between music, identity and sexuality is evidenced, both in my desire to rewrite my identity during that period (Spring 2015) and through my invocation of the Chosen One of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring.  As I described in section 3.2 (see pp. 104‐107), the progressive harmonies, atonality, obscure rhythms and unconventional choreographic gestures of Stravinsky’s work enable us to rethink sexual difference (Banes 1998).  Furthermore, as Cixous (1997: 46) notes, this has a complex relationship with the writing process: ‘To write is to note down the music of the world, the music of the body, the music of time.’ As 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been common, where people danced with multiple partners and gender roles were not stratified.  Tango thus resulted from the democratisation of the dance floor, which naturalised the dyad and coincided with the emergence of bourgeois capitalism.  This passage I have just narrated emerged from an eight‐week tango course I took in 2010.  I did not enjoy the lessons because of the leader and follower divide, and the dyadic configuration.  Whilst possibilities do exist for challenging this hierarchy (see McClure 2015), in this case the structures were too rigidly defined.  I hated the feeling of extreme closeness, which is also evoked in Savigliano’s (1998: 105) assertion that tango is ‘ruled by the laws of naked seduction.’ Yet, significantly, my resistant voice emerges:   ‘She clearly does not like being led     By men.’  My experiences of tango resonate with a Latin dance scene in Sylvia Plath’s (1966 [1963]) novel, The Bell Jar.  In this scene, a Peruvian man, Marco, forces the central character, Esther, to dance to Latin music at a party.  He expects her to follow him to the dance floor.  Instead, Esther hangs on to her fourth daiquiri and firmly says ‘No.’ In their exchange, Marco’s machismo163 is evident:   ‘It’s a tango.’ Marco manoeuvred me out among the dancers.   ‘I love tangos.’   ‘I can’t dance.’   ‘You don’t have to dance.  I’ll do the dancing’ (ibid: 112).  Marco’s words reflect Tobin’s (1998: 90) comment that ‘the primary relation in 
tango is not between the heterosexual dance partners, but is between the man who dances with a woman and the other men who watch.’ Instead of leaving her be, Marco puts an arm around Esther’s waist and presses her towards him.  He then says: ‘Pretend you are drowning’ (Plath 1966 [1963]: 112).  Esther feels as if her body has been drained of its own volition:   I shut my eyes, and the music broke over me like a rainstorm.  Marco’s   leg slid forward against mine and my leg slid back and I seemed to be   riveted to him, limb for limb, moving as he moved, without any will or                                                         163 Machismo refers to a stereotyped view that Latin American men practice misogyny in their dealings with women.  See Katherine’s memory, section 5.2 (pp. 192‐199) for a more detailed analysis. 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 We were at the Casa de la música in Trinidad, Cuba.  Salsa rhythms   pulsated.  Salsa pulls at my heart strings.  It expresses great joy, yet   simultaneous sorrow.  It is music to be danced to.  I171 was experiencing  it in situ, in the land that gave birth to son, salsa’s originating rhythm.172    Yet, I felt dead.  I knew I could not dance in this space.  Couple after   couple took to the floor. ‘¿Quiere bailar? I was continuously asked. ‘No,   gracias,’ I was conditioned to reply.  This pained me.  In a Zumba class, I   always want to move.  Yet, on this night I was no more than an   ethnographic observer.      There were two particular cases I noted.  Firstly, one woman danced on   her own on the sidelines of the dance floor.  She did her own little dance,   unassuming, not looking for attention.  She smiled and seemed to enjoy   her own rhythms, doing a little turn at the end of each phrase.  After a   while, a serial ladykiller, a man who had already flashily danced with a   number of other women, approached her.  I would presume he imagined:   ‘Why would a woman be dancing on her own?’ (God forbid!).  She   initially shook her head and said ‘no’ but after another few requests, she   relented.  I watched them as they approached the dance floor.  She   seemed nervous.  As he led her, her movements became stiff.  She still   smiled, but to me she appeared like a doll or a ventriloquist’s dummy,   her natural rhythm suppressed.  Of course this was an observation, but it   was one made on the basis of her bodily gestures.      The second example I can note is that of a woman who was evidently a   skilled Western salsa dancer.  She was dancing with a local.  I watched as   he forcefully twisted and turned her and chided her slightly if she could   not follow some of his turns.  He gestured and spoke with a note of   frustration on his face, suggesting what she should do.  Perhaps this was   a salsa lesson in action.  I will never know.  Yet, I was very uncomfortable   with the dynamics of this situation.  I want to move for myself.  I want to   lead others, without force.  I was reminded of this a few nights later   when we attended a folkloric African dance show, where women and   men engaged in solo dances, celebrating individual movement within a   collective.  Even when all the dancers danced together, there was a sense   that the space of each individual body was being respected.  Bodies did   not have to be touched or led in a hierarchical formation.  I would   happily have danced on stage with them.  My heart surged.                                                          171 I return to ‘I’ in this section, rather than ‘she,’ as I wish to bring this account back to my experiences as a woman living in 2016. 172 Son has influenced the development of dance music throughout Latin America, and has its roots in the abolition of the slave trade in the late nineteenth century (Roy 2002).  Drawing on African traditions, it features a call and response structure, with percussion playing a prominent role.  As noted by Roberts (1992: 8), the clave, a 3‐2 rhythmic pattern that emerged in son would later become synonymous with salsa. 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 On the second part of our Cuba tour, we went to Santiago de Cuba, the   birthplace of many Afro‐diasporic dance genres.  We met other  travellers   on our way, one of whom was a skilled dancer, who enjoyed couple   dancing.  At each bar, she would dance with the locals.  I felt sad.  I longed   to move but again, I couldn’t in this space.  My spirit felt dampened.  I   told these new people I was a Zumba teacher and I felt the weight of their   expectations.  I imagined them thinking: ‘She’s a Zumba teacher.  She   should be like a maniac on the dance floor.’ The sad reality is that I   normally am.  Yet, one evening, as we went to a Latin nightclub, crowded   and with the music pulsating, I was incredibly still.  I was asked to dance   repeatedly and said ‘No.’ But I had nowhere to hide.  In fact I felt like   disappearing.  This was nothing like the ‘becoming‐imperceptible’ that   Deleuze and Guattari (2004 [1980]: 308‐311) narrate, and which I   experience in  Zumba, where I become at one with others and the world.    I cried  myself to sleep that night, wishing I could disappear without a   trace.    Days later, near the end of our journey, in Baracoa, the Eastern‐most   town of Cuba, which looks to Haiti and at a double jump, Puerto Rico, we   stayed in an accommodation with a rooftop.  From here, we had a view   over the rolling hills and mountains, the very mountains that gave birth   to son as a musical genre.  I spent a lot of alone time here, wanting to   disappear, since I could not move.  Yet, one day, I found my Zorbitality.    With composure, I walked down to the bedroom, got my ipod, walked   back to the roof terrace and saluted the sun.  I turned on my music,   desperately searching for my Zumba class playlist.  I selected my   favourite merengue track, Vive y baila (one lives and one dances).  At first   my movements were bashful, as it had been almost three weeks since I   had Zumba‐ed.  Yet, after a few seconds I had already found my stride.  I   not only felt at one with the natural beauty surrounding me but   somehow with other people: those I could see lounging on their porches   below, and my loved  ones, who I imagined in my mind’s  eye, moving in   synchrony with me.  This was the biggest confirmation for me of what   Zumba does.  It evokes the decoupled Latin dance, driven by solo African   dance in a collective.  It challenges the innateness of the dyad and   celebrates the joy of movement itself, even if Zumba’s role as capitalist   enterprise exists in tension with its rhythmic roots.  As I worked through   my playlist, I felt alive again.  I felt present.  My body smiled.  And with   that I realised that I needed no further proof of what I term Zorbitality.    This was it: decoupled ecstatic joyous movement, where new relational   and movement configurations are offered up in the process of moving   one’s own body in orbit with others and the world.    
          * This memory could be seen as an exemplification of the full Zorbital process.  I initially experienced a sense of vulnerability within heteronormative structures.  This inhibited my movement and reduced me to an ‘ethnographic observer,’ as I saw how various women were treated on the dance floor.  In particular, I saw 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how the women’s movement physically stiffened in the couple formation and was reminded of De Beauvoir’s (1949 [1953]: 295) words: ‘She is treated like a live doll and is refused liberty.’ I subsequently witnessed a devalued aspect of Latin social dance  – West African collective danced rites – when I attended a folkloric African dance show.  This made me think about the joy Zumba harnesses, even if it works within a capitalist flow that does not explicitly reveal how its adopted dance forms have their roots in oppression.    My retreat to Santiago de Cuba was a pilgrimage of sorts.  Visiting a place where Afro‐Caribbean rhythms reverberate on every street corner, yet feeling thoroughly paralysed, was a particularly distressing experience.  The workings of the dyad undid me, and I was reminded of Butler’s (2004) work, which highlights the constraining nature of heteronormative structures and the need to create a more ethical world for all people.  Furthermore, I experienced the weight of expectation, as the serious and inhibited person I was around my fellow travellers went contrary to my normal vivacity in Zumba class.  It led me to reflect on myself as ‘asexual’ and to devalue collective ecstasy.  After all, it seemed like the couple was the mostly highly sought after configuration.  Yet, this vulnerability turned to inner ecstasy as I experienced the power of Zorbitality, whilst overlooking the very mountains that had given birth to son.  This highlights the rhythmic vitality of Caribbean rhythms (Benítez‐Rojo 1996), as well as the Caribbean as a site of possibility, where identities may transform and new relational configurations may emerge (Glissant 1997).    When I reread my dance to life on the rooftop, I was reminded of a passage from Katherine Dunham’s memoir, Island Possessed (1969).  Dunham, who I mentioned in section 3.2 (see pp. 107‐110), was an African American choreographer and anthropologist who went to Haiti to become initiated into the vaudun tradition.  In the process, she found herself:     The joy of dancing overwhelmed me… in the ruptured movements of the   feints, then gasping, stumbling, teetering on the verge of rhythm‐ and   fast‐induced hypnosis, returning to the sheer joy of motion in concert, of   harmony with self and others… with all friends and enemies past,   present, and future, with the wonders of the Haitian countryside and 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 Margot: I feel like a little burning ball of rage that has no outlet. (Life   history interview, 26/05/2015)              *  


















  Titania: People don’t expect that if you’re like confident and outgoing or   apparently so, you are not going to be not engaged really in sex. (Follow‐  up interview, 08/06/2015)  As Titania’s quote highlights, the sexualisation of bodies in culture makes ‘the asexual’ into an object of fetish, whilst asexual identity is rendered even more invisible (see Cerankowski 2014).  That is why the reframing of female (a)sexualities through embodied transformation and movement is essential.  With this in mind, I will now turn to the experiences of the three asexual‐identified women I spoke to, in order to highlight their common experience.  They initially reached a sense of inner ecstasy as they arrived at an asexual identity.  Yet, they experienced vulnerability in the aftermath of this discovery, as others reduced them to subjects of stasis.  Whilst my respondents have found a collective identification in the asexual label, I wish to highlight that they ultimately do their own dances around it.    In the following memory, Titania describes a scene from a family holiday, soon after she had come to the label of asexuality.  She narrates her dismay as her initial glow fades.  This occurs when her aunt refers to the ‘asexual’ figure of the late David Bowie and associates it with the image of ‘the robot.’  
  Titania: She was sitting outside one evening with her aunt and her male   cousin.  It was early evening and she was looking out towards the   swimming pool, shaded by the overhang of a pagoda or similar  structure.    The patio was furnished with cushioned wicker chairs, one of which she   was presumably curled up in.  Maybe she was reading a  book, or on the                                                         182 I experienced this first‐hand, when a male acquaintance asked me: ‘Do you think asexuality is pathological?’ without realising I had any relationship with it.  I told him that I identified tentatively with the term but that I did not find labels helpful.  I also asserted that no academic discipline has all the answers to (a)sexuality.  He was clearly embarrassed but also suggested that each person should have an orientation and should orientate oneself within one academic discipline.  His determinism, even after I had demonstrated my vulnerability, showed how rigid thinking is built into Western thought.  This situation left me feeling vulnerable and exposed, especially as I had to explain this to a white heterosexual male. 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 internet.  She wasn't involved in the conversation between her aunt and   cousin but they were close by and she could hear every word despite the   thrum of insects in the drowsy heat.    For some reason, the others were talking about David Bowie.  While the   exact conversation has long been forgotten, one brief exchange  still   comes back to her mind occasionally.  Her aunt commented that Bowie   was an apparently "asexual" figure.  Her attention was caught, with some   apprehension.  She'd been using the word asexual as a personal identifier   for perhaps the past 6 months or so.  It was still fresh and unfamiliar and   this was probably the first time she'd heard the word used by someone   else in real life.    Her cousin asked her aunt what it means."Like a robot," she replied, by   way of explanation.  A hot flash of emotion brought tears to her eyes.    The others had no idea she was even paying attention.  She didn't   interrupt because she didn't feel confident of acceptance if she explained.    She couldn't believe that sex was what her aunt believed made someone   human, and it hurt. (Collective biography: session 2, group 1 ‐ memory 3,   03/05/2015)  There are a number of layers to this memory.  Firstly, there is the figure of the aunt, who Titania loves and who many people often mistake her for.  Yet, in this moment a gulf is created between them: a moment of misrecognition that Titania is not expecting.  This relates to the existential gulf that Sartre (1984 [1943: 35) describes, which exists between us and is realised in unexpected moments of discordance.  Secondly, the robot is a significant image.  It embodies a sense of unreality and motionlessness, as described by Anna (26), another asexual/queer woman, when discussing her professional role as a nurse and the referent stereotypes of the robotic Nurse Ratched183 and ‘sexy’ nun: 









  animated voice] I was in a hot tub really drunk! [collective laughter]…   We… always joke, that it was like the most statistically impossible… in a   hot tub – a lesbian, a bisexual, and two asexuals!!! In a hot tub! [laughs  
  loudly].  In an army camp!!! [laughs].  In the middle of a barnyard!   [laughs]  
  Me: That’s a funny image!  

















































  Katherine: On that day she was in the shower, her favourite place   because it allowed her privacy, for she didn't have her own room, she   had a brother.  So her time in the bathroom was sacred and cherished.    With the pressure of the water coming from the hose, she washed all of   her self.  As long as she can remember the warmth of water and steam   are her chosen companion when in distress, when joyful, when bored,   when confused, when sensual.      Water and solitude combined give her a sensation of being hugged.    There is silence, there is nakedness and there is cleansing that goes   beyond the dust and sweat; there is the steam that enters her body and   the liquid that caresses over her, relentlessly.    Bodies of water are symbolic for good reasons, to be immersed, to be   overflown, to be washed away, to drown, to be wet, all that is felt inside   and outside.    At that time it provided her with a sort of tingle that was bordering on   the threshold of pain, which would eventually bring upon her a sensation   of near death, or so she thought.  It was an unexpected brightness within   herself that left her fearful of dying, passing out, not being able to   withhold, not making sense of it, not knowing that this was a climax and   that this feeling would subside.  She felt as if it would continue   increasing indefinitely and what may happen then?    This had shown her what her body was capable of, how great it was to   exist and then joy doubled once she figured that one was able to repeat   this "inner blinding light" at will, and that she could melt all of her over   and over again, just by being alone with her body.    She was one within herself, boundless.   Which evokes in her a feeling of freedom. 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 Scarlett: You know, he thought I was a complete libertine [laughs] but   actually I was just being polyamorous! [laughs] (Life history interview,   23/04/2015)  This point highlights how resistant movement can be a centralising force for female (a)sexualities, which is significant for this thesis.  
 Initially, I viewed Scarlett’s stripping away of agency from asexuality as problematic.  She saw it as ‘impossible’ to be ‘asexual’ in a sexualised world.   Yet, then I realised that the fixity of ‘asexuality’ is precisely the problem.  Scarlett’s account highlighted the possibility of ‘sexuality as fluidity’ when looking beyond the ‘asexual’ label, to a polyamorous relational context.  This is reflected in Scarlett’s current libidinal economy, as she likes the idea of caring for an older woman, possibly with a sexual dimension.  Scarlett’s account shows the multiple possibilities of female (a)sexualities, when viewed within a polyamorous relational context.  Yet, as I will now argue, drawing on the account of Laverne, a heterosexual woman, we can all be more polyamorous in the way we deal with others, as love is the core of all human relationships.  Laverne, a 21‐year‐old Christian, is going through a period where she is not enjoying sex, and has chosen not to have sex with her boyfriend as a source of bodily agency.  However, she calls this 'voluntary celibacy' rather than ‘asexuality’ and acknowledges that she may want to have sex again.  Laverne sees her abstinence as being partially linked to her Christian faith but also as something that has evolved organically, without any conscious thought.  It could be seen as a process of solo improvisation, in dance terms.   
  Laverne: For a long time when I’ve been with my partner… [pauses] like,   when he touches me I just don’t feel like being touched, and he’s noticed   that for a while… he’s not coercing me to have sex with him at all but I   physically do not want to have sex.  And I have to sometimes remind   myself: ‘Laverne, you don’t have to have sex just because he wants you   to have sex.  If you don’t feel like doing it, you don’t have to’…  Because   you know, if you’re in a relationship… it comes with a package...  This is   what couples do and if you don’t you’re not ‘normal.’ And… right now I’m   like, I don’t want to have sex…  I haven’t had sex in like over a month 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The following memory, as narrated by Anna (26), highlights a transformational moment, where she experiences a total sense of oneness between self, body and world.  This memory also links to broader themes surrounding agency in Anna’s narrative.  Anna told me during her interview that her friend’s stepfather sexually abused her when she was fourteen years old.  Yet, she did not tell anyone about it or ‘acknowledge that it had happened.’ Furthermore, Anna highlighted that ‘I tied myself in knots’ thinking that: ‘Oh, maybe I don’t like it [sex] because of this...’ Yet, as Reavey’s (2010) work on agency in survivor’s memories of child sexual abuse highlights, agency is an ambivalent process, which eschews the search for coherence in Western memory narratives.  As Reavey (ibid: 315) asserts:    Adult survivors of sexual abuse are often encouraged to read passivity   into acts of sexual agency, but this reading cannot possibly speak to the   entirety of their life experiences, where acts of agency are performed and   experienced positively.  This position, however, need not negate the   potency of the past or deny the devastating impact that abuse can have,   but can provide a more complex reading of agency, afforded by a variety   of private and public spaces.  Reavey’s words resonate with Anna’s memory, which she experienced a year after the sexual abuse occurred.  Whilst in section 5.2, I highlighted how Anna’s agency would later be challenged when a group of men desexualised her following her positive arrival at an asexual identity, the following memory speaks volumes of how a certain spatial setting can configure agency.  In this memory, Anna searches for a holding space, where she can feel safe.  She finds it in a moment of ecstatic bliss, experienced alone.  Yet, she feels incredibly connected with the world around her. 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 Isadora: She was in a room of relative strangers at her weekly yoga class   but the space between each body and each person was carefully   respected.  Although separate they were together, although together they   were separate and on their own unique path.  The atmosphere in the   room was scented with incense, Hindu gods and words of affirmation ‐   created, safe, structured, themed ‐ and as she lay there under the dark   sky beyond with her eyes closed and her body completely at rest kept   warm by a woollen cashmere shawl she felt completely at one and free   with her body.  With each asana she felt stronger, with each in breath she   seemed to pour into the smallest of spaces that had been tight or empty                                                         209 As Anzaldúa (1999: 26) notes, the original inhabitants of the Americas came from Asia, via the Bering Strait, no earlier than 15000 years ago.  210 See p. 53 and p. 188 of this thesis for more on the ‘asexual’ as indigenous subject of Western sexuality discourses. 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 Kali: Well, the first time I came to England was in a boat, so that was a   very interesting trip, coming from India to here, and I became more and   more Anglicised as the boat journey drew on.  But of course I knew what   I’d left behind and how artificial this differentiation is, and how privilege   is always geared to the West, which I think is very unfortunate really,   because my criteria of myself would be very very Indian and the   tradition is Hindu and Dharmic… but at the same  time… I could feel it   was going to be a better life for me. (Life history interview, 23/04/2015)  Kali’s account highlights Western privilege and its role in the subordination of the ‘Other’ (see Mignolo 2005: xii).  Whilst Kali is an indigenous subject in her memory, and is aware she is becoming ‘Anglicised,’ she is also moving towards horizons of freedom.  As I mentioned in chapter 3.1 (see pp. 92‐97) in my discussion of Woolf’s (2009 [1915]) The Voyage Out, which reflects on both the colonisation of Latin America and British colonial rule, the ship is ‘a living, micro‐cultural, micro‐political system in motion’ (Gilroy 1995: 4).  Indeed, the ship brought Kali to a land where she would be involved in the women’s liberation movement and would travel the world, seeing how Marxism worked in Cuba, China and Central Asia.  Like Rachel in Woolf’s novel, Kali was often treated with contempt in the feminist movement, since she has been ‘asexual’ for most of her life.  Other women often reduced her to a subject of stasis, saying that she was single because she ‘could not get a man.’219 Commenting on her experiences, Kali said that ‘women’s solidarity is a very shaky business.’ Furthermore, she highlighted how the constraints of monogamy are largely associated with the worship of one God.   



















  Margot: She doesn’t really remember ever feeling ‘completely’ free   within  her body.  She doesn’t even really know what that would mean.   The closest would probably be in a club, dancing, high, when she was   around 15‐16.  Taking ecstasy has that effect… There are a few moments 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 Martha: … letting go of that sense of moving in a certain way…  ‘cause it   was all about finding your own movement, so you move in whatever way   you want, em… it felt amazingly free to be given the space to just do that   and to be allowed to do it as much or as little as I wanted, and to actually   be able to then dance and move… in ways that I never thought I would   ever do really, em, clothed or not clothed.  You know, it was just, yeah,   really… powerful. (Life history interview, 08/06/2015)  Martha’s experience was all about finding her own unique style of movement: ‘letting go of that sense of moving in a certain way.’ Martha was searching for the origin of her movement, whilst deconstructing it and performing it anew.  Indeed, what Martha experienced that day has had a knock‐on effect in her personal and professional lives.  She now stands up more than ever for women who do not relate to heteronormative structures.  Equally, Martha and her girlfriend are considering having a child.  This memory may well have set her desire in motion.  Furthermore, the Zorbital research process that I instigated has transformed Martha, much like my me‐search has transformed me: 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Zorbital Flow 1:   A Transformative moment              2. Inner ecstasy        
 
      Inner ecstasy   
 






      Partial Zorbital Process (i)                                                        3. Inner ecstasy 
        
           2.Imagined collective ecstatic motion              
 
 




      Partial Zorbital Process (ii) 
   











  1. Inner ecstasy             
(Through initial  







Zorbital Flow 4:               Reverse Zorbital Process  





                                   
    
    
  
   
   3. Imagined collective ecstasy 
  [Partial Zorbital process or resistant imaginary possible]     














   







Autobiographical passage: Message from the edge ­ 19/08/2016   I need to send this message, as I find it hard to talk about things   sometimes.  I just feel like things are moving too fast with us.  The main   thing is that I don't want to have sex with anybody at this point of my life.    So don't take my recoil as a rejection of you.  Maybe I would be                                                         243 Indeed, I started to think of my favourite mythical creature, the unicorn, who has a horn but chooses not to penetrate others with it. 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 … What we most truly desire is to surround the self, preferably in the   agony of ecstasy, thus choosing our own way of disappearing, our way of   dying to and as our self (Braidotti 2006: 252).  
 I end with a coda, which evokes Braidotti’s (2006) nomadic remembering as: ‘a constant quest for temporary moments when a balance can be sustained, before the forces dissolve again and move on.’ In this scene, I look back to the origins of my shifting view of female (a)sexualities, as embodied in the figure of the bomba statuette, a symbol of Puerto Rican national culture.  I have internalised the spirit of Afro‐diasporic rhythms and it acts as a life force as I walk through the streets.  I am not alone.  Rather, a dancing collective spirit accompanies me.  Yet, by the end of the scene, I forget the origins of my transformation in a happy dissolution.  By reaching a sense of oneness with sea and sky, I achieve the process of ‘becoming‐imperceptible,’ as conceptualised by Deleuze and Guattari (2004 [1980]: 308‐311) and which Braidotti (2006: 154) describes as ‘the eruption of events that construct sustainable futures.’ This is not a hopeless self‐dissolution.  Instead, I demonstrate my death to any notions of identity.    Yet, as a woman dancing on the edge of time, I have an orientation, and it is                   Zorbital.             
Moving on ­ 20/01/2015, diary 3, pp. 73­75. 
 Swirl  Turn Let loneliness live Then constantly die. Let me allow myself to become That hazy figure That bomba statuette248                                                         248 Bomba is a dance style native to Puerto Rico, which demonstrates the influences of African, Spanish and Taíno cultures.  It originated amongst slaves on the sugar plantations in the nineteenth century.  As noted by Duany (1992), after 1815, Haitian influences also entered the genre, when a decree under the Spanish Crown allowed Haitians entry into Cuba and Puerto Rico.  The dance features two or three drums, with one improvising and the other forming the bass.  The melody is antiphonal and repetitive, featuring nonsense syllables that follow the rhythm.  Roberts (1992) argues that bomba is more African‐influenced than any of the Cuban 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Silhouetted And projected in the light From the hallway. My table is her stage. My pen abets the flow of her skirt. The creases that propel her Into movement.  I am the dancer I never was. I dance through the streets. You dance with me too. The people move between us. I weave in and out I’m swimming  Synchronised. Poised and pirouetting, I rush to the beat of London time.  This is the only way  Forward‐ To move To swirl To dance. I lose myself. A happy dissolution  [Vivir mi vida].  Happy is the day That I forget Where I gave birth To myself Anew. The past is irreverent. The past is a morgue. Full of corpses I wish not to resurrect. People I once thought Myself to be. Whilst failing to realise That I am not myself alone.  Who am I without others?                                                           genres.  Indeed, with its combination of African rhythms, drumming and dancing, many Puerto Ricans connected it with vaudun witchcraft.  Yet, as my bomba statuettes stand suspended in motion, the witch is imbued with an empowering rhythm. 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So here, yes, On this crowded street Dance with me In this moment Where a bud Blossoms into a flower. Slowly slowly Time goes heavy The past dissipates. 
I am at one with sea and sky. 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